
Introduction 

Global changes have important effects on the distribution of 

biodiversity. Large spatial scales analysis are crucial to measure how the 

communities respond and what this implies in terms of conservation 

strategies. 

The Mediterranean basin is a wintering area for millions of waterbirds 

which are looking for good environmental conditions to fuel up before 

the breeding season. As wetland sentinels, studying their response to 

climate change will improve our understanding of how these vulnerable 

ecosystems are being affected. 
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Key messages 

 Waterbirds communities are shifting to the North very rapidly, more than the majority of species in the world (Chen et al. Nature 2011). 

 The Northward shift in not only due to the winter climate warming but is also the consequence of other factors like the recovery of formerly 

depleted bird populations, as the case of the Great Egret (Casmerodius albus). 

 This change in CTI reveals a profound turn over in community composition, which implies  

 changes in competition and functional structure of the communities. 
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* 
Tsp: mean winter temperature of the species on its geographical range 

n: number of species in the community 

Material & Methods 

We used data from the Mid-January Waterbird Census, coordinated by 

Wetlands International and Tour du Valat in Mediterranean countries. For each 

species, we calculated a Species Temperature Index (STI) which is the average 

temperature of its winter distribution range. At each count event, a Community 

Temperature Index (CTI) was obtained as the average of STI values for the 

species assemblage (weighted by their log transformed abundance*). The CTI is 

converted in km by using the latitudinal gradient of temperature (°C.km-1) 

provided by the Climatic Research Unit (CRUTEM4) dataset. Linear mixed effect 

models were used to determined the effect of the latitude, years and winter 

temperature anomalies on the CTI.  
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Key numbers  
- 22 years (1991-2012) 
- 611 sites 
- 13100 count events 
- 100 waterbirds species 
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 Community Temperature Index (CTI) follows a latitudinal gradient in 
the Mediterranean basin 

Results 

 Winter temperature anomalies in Mediterranean basin are 
increasing but show strong variations 

AIMS OF THE STUDY 

 Assess  changes in waterbirds communities in the 
Mediterranean basin 

 Determine the role of climate change 

 The increase in Community Temperature Index reveals a 
Northward shift of around 270 km in 20 years 

 Winter climate change is only responsible of <10% of the 
Northward shift (variance explained) 
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Wow, it’s cold ! 
I prefer 8°C in winter !  

Well, our  
community temperature  

“CTI” is 6°C !!! * 

 

My geographical range 
corresponds to a mean 
temperature of 4°C. 

And you?  

Community Temperature Index 


